Abstract. To enhance the bus operation stability is the key to improve bus service. Traditional evaluation of the bus operation stability always relies on the whole line, the stability of the bus operation at the stops can not be reflected. Besides, traditional evaluation of the bus operation stability drawing from the data which is collected in a period of short time can not reflect the affection from the randomness of the environment. This article discussed the bus operation reliability based on the stops, using the Monte Carlo simulation to deal with the probabilistic affection from the operation environment. Setting a bus line from a city in Zhejiang province as a example to illustrate how to analyse and calculate the bus operation reliability on the stops, in the end we get the proper evaluation indicators which is from simulation sample capacity in a certain extent error precision.
The Meaning of Bus Operation Reliability'S Punctuality at the Stops
The evaluation indicators of the bus operation reliability's punctuality [1] [2] [3] based on the whole line can reflect whether buses arrive at terminus punctually and the probability of it. But it only use the operation time between the origin station and terminus to analyse the operation reliability Sometimes a number of drivers not only slower the speed of buses where the passengers is sufficient but also accelerate it where the passengers is not so much. Maybe in this situation, the evaluation of bus operation reliability on the stops based on the whole line is stable, but it is not meet with people's cognition.
The meaning of bus operation reliability's punctuality at the stops is that the probability of whether buses reach the stops on time according to the schedule, usually it's used to microcosmic evaluation of bus operation, and it can reflect the probability that whether buses reach the stops on time, avoid the shortcoming of the bus operation reliability evaluation based on the whole line.
The Evaluation Model of Bus Operation Reliability at the Stops
(1) -The actual bus arriving time at the stop S -The bus arriving schedule time at the stop S The parameters of time It is not suitable for no stop schedule bus lines. In theory the interval time of every bus is equal when it is equal at origin stop. In fact the interval time of every bus is affected by various environment factors, it is not always equal among the whole bus stops. So we can use the interval bus arriving time instead of the actual bus arriving time to calculate (2) -The interval bus arriving time between one bus and the next one at stop S -The interval time between one bus and the next one at origin station It is easy to learn that is the bus operation deviation ratio at stop S, and it is used as the main evaluation indicator we can calculate one for every stop from GPS data in one direction every day. But the data is affected by large quantities of random environmental factors, and it can't be used to illustrate the normal operation situation because of the sample capacity is not sufficient. Also it is not practical to gather a lot of data to calculate owing to the high time cost and economic cost. Considering those factors we use Monte Carlo simulation to calculate .
The Application of Monte Carlo Simulation in Bus Operation Reliability at the Stops
Monte Carlo simulation Practical problems contain large quantities of random factors, simplize many assumption is needed in modeling to analyse problems. But it can't reflect the true situation that used to deal with the practical problems.
Monte Carlo simulation [4] [5] is a method which is different from the normal numerical computation method, it is a branch of math experiment. The basic thought of Monte Carlo is that when the solution of the problem is the probability of a certain event, we can use some mathematical test method to get the frequency of the event, the frequency is the solution of the problem.
To a certain distribution density function p(x) which is from the random variable factor , the mathematical expectation of its function as follows:
The observed value ， ，···， are drawing from random variable obtained by the test, and then we can get the results f( )，f ，···，f ,the arithmetic mean as follows:
According to the law of large numbers, for arbitrarily small positive number ,
When is large enough, we can use the arithmetic mean of instead of the original problems' results.
The sample capacity of the Monte Carlo simulation Assume the true average value of the multivariate random variable function is , the variance is ,it's statistical mean of test is . So the expected value and variance of are as follows:
According to the central limit theorem, if is large enough, change normal distribution into standard normal distribution as follows： (9) At a given level of significance , we can get:
With the increase of the sample capacity , also the accuracy of estimated value is increasing. The relationship between and as follows： (12) The relative error as follows (13) If set the given accuracy is , the sample capacity for every stop as follows:
The calculation of bus operation reliability's punctuality on the stops A bus line contains 40 stops in a city from Zhejiang province .To analyse the data from GPS on a working day, we can get the start time departure time and arrival time. Through these data we can calculate the .so that we can learn the operation stability. We can only get one from data at a stop everyday. The results as follows. 
-Total number of bus stops Through this formula, we get 3560 samples in total. These are the time state at the bus stop. The statistics result`s as follows: Conclusion a: Through Monte Carlo simulation ,the error is under 3% between survey value and simulative value about bus operation reliability, and the reliability is higher than normal analysis methods.
b: The sophisticated environment factors in bus operation are considered in the simulation procedure, but the traditional analysis can't contain such influcing factors.
c: Use to evaluate bus operation reliability can recognize delay unloading and driving fast between the origin station and the terminus. The result is objective and true.
